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I've worked with Orbis, and with John in particular,
for a many months now and their dedication to
service is noticed and appreciated. Whenever I
have an issue, John is there until the very end,
making sure that it is fixed completely. Whether
the project is a quick fix or a long drawn out
afterhours repair, I can count on them to be
dedicated to solving it.

Candice Maplestreet

Orbis is always so helpful and attentive! Everyone
is always so kind and is ready to help resolve any
issue right away. You will always be in great
hands. John Timberlake and Boyd were always
amazing assisting me.

Carissa Rainwater

OSI has changed our operation completely. At the
Ronald McDonald House, it is very important that
we protect our Families, our Donors,  Volunteers
and Staff. OSI has helped build a wall around our
network to ensure this protection stays secure.
Thank you to their amazing and professional staff.
Thank you John , Cassie, Courtney and Boyd .

Shannon Sacks

I have been working with Orbis for several years.
As with any company, finding strong employees is
crucial and Orbis has a great team!  For all our
on-site needs, John Timberlake has been very
attentive and dedicated to making sure all projects
are completed accurately and efficiently. For all
our remote tech support needs, Boyd Ingvalson’s
attention to detail, knowledge and professionalism
has exceeded expectations. Thank you Orbis for
providing great service!

Rosemary Nagy

John Timberlake was always on top of helping us
and getting things done in a quick matter. Thank
you for the great service!

Cherish Robinson

OSI has done more for our business in less than 1
year than our previous IT solutions company we
had for many years! Their IT team is amazing and
handle issues quick. Tech John Timberlake
deserves a huge “high five” for his recent help with
a new project here at our business.

June Hernandez [STUDENT]

I have worked with Orbis for years and they have
an amazing team. Always professional and kind. I
would recommended them for your IT needs.
Without the assistance of John Timberlake,
Courtney Matteson and Boyd Ingvalson my job
would have been much harder. Thank you all so
much for the great service!

Krystal Ramos

John Timberlake is very professional, has a great
personality is very engaging, answers all
questions or concerns that I have. When I have an
issue, and it seems huge and I have that anxiety
set in, soon as I call the ticket in...and I hear, "John
Timberlake of Orbis" on the other end, I relax
cause I know I will be back up and working in
about 15 minutes.

Eddie Jones

Orbis has been a substantial help for our
business. They respond promptly whenever IT
assistance is needed, and go above and beyond to

John Timberlake is very professional and helpful!
Thank you!
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ensure that our issues and concerns are lay to
rest.

Shane Tompkins

Ela Maria Garcia

It has been an outstanding experience working
with the Orbis team.  Friendly, reliable, and offers
the right solution at the right price!  Always a
pleasure doing business with the Orbis team!

Lisa Niekamp-Urwin

Orbis Solutions is THE most customer service
oriented technical support team that I have
experienced in Las Vegas. They respond quickly to
all requests, going above and beyond expectations
to ensure optimal functionality of our network and
equipment. Unlike most other IT support, there are
no hidden fees. I could not recommend them
more highly.

Allsite Structure Rentals

For many years, Orbis has provided excellent
customer service, which has greatly benefited our
company. Orbis representatives are both
knowledgeable and courteous. They always
respond promptly and are extremely effective in
solving our IT issues. We are very happy with their
services!

Laura Harbison

Orbis knows it's stuff! They are professional and
respond quickly. I would recommend them to
anyone looking for IT Support.

Lisa Good

Great technical support team in the Las Vegas
valley, especially Margo!  If we have any issues,
they're very quick in responding to any of the
staff's emails and/or calls.  They're easy to talk to
and most importantly, they will take the time to
figure out any issue.  If you're looking for a
technical support team, Orbis is the way to go!

Edward Malik, O.D. (Eyes & Optics)

Orbis Solutions provides excellent service, and
fast.     If you are looking for a company that will
secure your data and make your computers just
WORK so you can go about your business, I
recommend Orbis Solutions!

Alison Meredith

Quick response time. Always answer any question
I may have.

Andrea Dupper

Team Orbis is great!  Responsive time is so
important in our business and we get quick IT
solutions or workarounds that keep us running.  I
say to friends and coworkers I love my "IT
department" - I rarely see them!  (meaning my
daily desktop seamlessly plugs on each day).
Their email ticket system is great too, leaves a
clean trail where issues leave off and ensures
follow ups that my solution is still the right one!
Their 24 hr. service is great too, I've use the off
peak hours hotline with success I was surprised
that the non-local off campus staff still could
access my desktop and fix problems in the wee
hours of the morning!

eric johnson
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Orbis is our IT provider.
They are assisting us since couple years now and
I am so glad.
I usually deal with Margo and she is just a very
knowledgeable and professional. Always very
courteous and fast life saver for any of my IT
issues I encountered.
If they are assisting another customer when I call,
they call me back right away. They always follow
up and make sure the problem is resolved.
I will highly recommend Orbis Solutions for your IT
service! They are the Elite Squad.
Thank you guys

Jon Shoreheights

Orbis is great to work with. They are quick to reply
and resolve any issues!

Lety Gonzalez

Orbis Team Members are great, especially Margo
Johnson.

Antonita Herrick
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